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A leading consulting firm wanted to learn more about consumer
perspectives on Sony OLED Televisions across a number of key
metrics.
They used Quid to analyze 695 product reviews from Amazon
and Best Buy.

Consumer reviews on Sony’s latest OLED Televisions focused on five main areas, with
picture quality being the largest and most central topic.

Price (8.2%)
Comments on the price and the value of
Sony OLED TVs.

Installation (15%)
Opinions on the easiness of set-up and
installation.

Smart TV (11%)
Discussion about smart TV and Android
TV setups.

Sound (16%)
Picture Quality (46%)
Reviews on screen and picture quality,
including brightness and colors.

Comments on sound system quality.

Worth Every Penny (2.6%)

Further segmentation
reveals sub-themes
within each focus
area, including a few
around common
language patterns such
as worth every penny,
easy set-up, best
picture quality, and
highly recommend.

Highly Recommended (5.9%)

Well Worth (5.6%)

Cable Box (5.0%)

Dolby Vision (4.0%)

Great Picture and Sound (6.0%)
Smart TV (2.7%)
Sound Quality (2.6%)

Android TV, Apps (8.6%)
Amazing Picture (4.6%)

Best Picture Quality (4.7%)

Awesome TV (3.0%)
Great TV (2.6%)

Plasma (4.5%)
Brightness (7.8%)

Colors (7.6%)
Sound System (3.6%)

Picture Quality (8.1%)

Sound Bar (4.7%)
Easy Set-up (4.3%)

Among the major comment areas, those on Smart TVs, particularly the
Android TV features, had the largest percentage of negative comments.
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Sample Comments:

Picture Quality
81%

14%

“Android TV a little
sluggish”

Sound
81%

15%

3.8%

“Comparability gaps with
Apple devices”

Installation
59%

Smart TV

24%

72%

Price

Percentage

16%

23%

“Laggy scrolling between
apps and constant app
crashes”
5.3%
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Smart TV features also had the largest percentage of low star ratings, while
installation had zero 1- and 2-star reviews.

Sample 5-star Review for
Installation:

Picture Quality

“WOW! This television is incredible!
I'm not a tech guy, but it only took
about a half an hour to get the old TV
off the stand and this one set up.”

Sound

Installation

Smart TV

Price
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When comparing reviews on the Sony A1E and A8F series, picture quality remained
a focal point across both products.
Reviewers tended to comment more frequently on installation with the A1E series, and Smart TV features for the A8F.
“A terrific TV that makes you feel like
you are part of the picture. Clear sound
and true color brings everything to life. I
love everything about it.”

Sony OLED - A1E
Series - Smart 4K
UHD TV with HDR

“Geek squad did a thorough job of
installing both TV and receiver. Also
connected to Alexa so we can simply
speak and turn on the TV, change
channels or turn up the volume.”

“Android TV SUCKS. The software
has very annoying delays and
glitches that take away from an
otherwise great TV.”

Sony OLED - A8F
Series - Smart 4K
UHD TV with HDR

“I purchased Samsung Q9 series
initially however after seeing the
picture on the Sony, I returned
the Q9 and purchased the Sony.
Pricey but well worth it.”
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The Sony A1E and A8F series had almost identical ratios of positive comments, but the A1E had more
negative comments about things like picture quality, price, and installation issues.

Sample Negative Review:
Sony OLED - A1E
Series - Smart 4K
UHD TV with HDR

Sony OLED - A8F
Series - Smart 4K
UHD TV with HDR
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% Sentiment

“Once downloading the Dolby Vision
update, the TV arbitrarily dims while
watching and it's very frustrating. I put
in a claim to Sony warranty and it was
to no avail. I wanted to swap this A1E
for an LG C7, but Best Buy wouldn't
help either. ”
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Closer of negative reviews reveals that consumers had a wider variety of issues with the inspection A1E.
In comparison, there were only three main problems with the A8F: Android TV and Apps, screen brightness, and the
cable box.
“Not happy with purchase.
TV does not mount flush as I
was told it would. Did not
like speaker locations.”

Sony OLED - A1E
Series - Smart 4K
UHD TV with HDR

“I have a defective screen
in my new Sony OLED TV.
It has a big warped mark
right in the middle of the
screen that you can clearly
see.”

Sony OLED - A8F
Series - Smart 4K
UHD TV with HDR

“Horrible set with banding
and poor HDR.”
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APPENDIX

The density of a cluster indicates
how similar or diverse the nodes
are within it

HOW TO READ
A NETWORK
Similar nodes cluster together,
and clusters are grouped by
color. Connections represent
similar language across nodes.

Each node represents a document

Greater distance between clusters
indicates a lower number of
interrelated documents

Centrally located nodes are core
concepts in the network and
share language with many other
nodes

A bridging node between two clusters indicates the
document is at an intersection between two
concepts.

TEXT
ANALYTICS
BACKGROUND

Quid reads any text to
identify key words,
phrases, people,
companies and
institutions.

Then Quid compares
words from each
document to create links
between them based on
similar language.

Quid repeats the process
at immense scale,
producing a network that
shows how similar all the
documents are to one
another.

